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Dear

INFORMATION REQUEST UNDER THE FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT 2000
You asked:

Following up on the survey that was conducted by NHS Improvement in July 2017 to
find out where trusts were using local staff banks, I am writing to you under the
Freedom of Information Act to understand where your trust is now in terms of the
progress it has made in relation to having already established or is working towards
establishing a collaborative bank across your Integrated Care System (‘ICS’) or
Sustainability Transformation Partnership (‘STP’) footprint.
As stated in NHS Improvement’s Making effective use of staff banks toolkit, published
in December 2017, there is no ‘one size fits all’ model for collaborative banks. They
can either cover a specific staff group or all staff groups. They can stretch across two
trusts or as wide as an STP or region. They can be a shared digital platform or a
shared back office, e.g. payroll or a hub and spoke model or a shared pool of workers
or a fully integrated staff bank.
However, rather than list several questions of you, I would instead appreciate it if you
would please simply confirm by means of a statement similar to those given below
where your Trust is now. For example:
- “our Trust is working collaboratively, but is looking to do so over the next few years
with other trusts across the ICS or STP footprint”; or
- “our Trust is working collaboratively with at least one other Trust within the STP
footprint but not the footprint as a whole, sharing a digital platform and pool of
workers in the following staffing categories: registered nursing & midwifery and
medical & dental. We are working towards establishing a fully integrated bank over
the next five years”; or

- “our Trust is part of a fully integrated staff bank across our ICS or STP footprint for
all staffing categories”.
Our Trust is not working collaboratively, but is looking to do so over the next few years with
other trusts across the ICS or STP footprint
I trust that this information is helpful to you, however if you are not entirely satisfied with this
response please do not hesitate to contact the Information Governance Department on
01257 488271. If we do not hear from you within 28 days we will assume that we have been
able to accommodate your request under the Freedom of Information Act 2000.

Yours sincerely,

Andrew Foster
Chief Executive
PLEASE NOTE:
The information supplied to you continues to be protected by the Copyright, Designs and
Patents Act 1988. You are free to use it for your own purposes, including any noncommercial research you are doing and for the purposes of news reporting. Any other reuse,
for example commercial publication, would require the permission of the copyright holder.
You must ensure you gain their permission before reproducing any third party information.
If you are unhappy with the service you have received in relation to your request and wish to
make a complaint or request a review of our decision, you should write to: Information
Governance Department, Wrightington, Wigan and Leigh NHS Foundation Trust,
Wrightington Hospital, Hall Lane, Appley Bridge, Wigan, WN6 9EP
If you are not content with the outcome of your complaint, you may apply directly to the
Information Commissioner for a decision. Generally the ICO cannot make a decision unless
you have exhausted the complaints procedure at: The Information Commissioner’s Office,
Wycliffe House, Water Lane, Wilmslow, Cheshire, SK9 5AF

